**Fat Head’s Draft List**

**BUMBLE BERRY HONEY BLUEBERRY ALE:** 5.3% ABV 20 IBU  
20oz: $5 Sample: $1.50 Growler TOGO: $14 Crowler TOGO: $7  
A thirst quenching ale brewed with blueberries & honey. This friendly beer will buzz around the delicate beer drinker’s taste buds without stinging. Waggle dance optional.

**HEADHUNTER IPA:** 7.5% ABV 87 IBU 16oz: $5.75  
Sample: $2 Growler TOGO: $15 Crowler TOGO: $7.50  
This very drinkable session ale. (Our fans call it an obsession.)

**GOOGLE FOGGER HEFEWEIZEN:** 5.4% ABV 18 IBU  
23oz: $6 Sample: $1.50 Growler TOGO: $15 Crowler TOGO: $7.50  
Traditional German style wheat beer served unfiltered. Hazy straw-colored beer that hints at banana and clove complexity as all Hefe Weizens do. This thirst quencher drinks so easy it may fog your goggles.

**STRAIGHT MAGIC IPA:** 6.5% ABV 65 IBU 16oz: $5.25  
Sample: $1.75 Growler TOGO: $15 CROWLER TOGO: $7.50  
A lightly hopped lager with a lighter body contributed from a nice addition. The magic is in the masterful combination of Warrior, Mosaic, & Citra hops that create this ridiculously dank India Pale Ale.

**SUNSHINE DAYDREAM SESSION IPA:** 4.9% ABV 50 IBU  
16oz: $5.75 Sample: $2 Growler TOGO: $15 CROWLER TOGO: $8.50  
Award winning session IPA with big hop aromas, flavors of citrus, peach, orange and tropical fruit with a nice light malt backbone. This is a very drinkable session ale. (Our fans call it an obsession.)

**HOP JUJU IMPERIAL IPA:** 9% ABV 100 IBU  
12oz: $6.75 Sample: $3 Growler TOGO: $24 CROWLER TOGO: $12  
A supernatural natural with a powerhouse of hops creating aromas and flavors of citrus, pine and tropical fruit with a juicy resin hop finish. Special thanks to our loyal fans for the cult-like following

**MOJO JOJO FRUIT ALE:** 4.9% ABV 25 IBU 16oz: $5.50  
Sample: $2 Growlers ToGo: $17 Crowlers ToGo: $8.50  
No monkey business here. Light, refreshing and very drinkable. Brewed with kaffir lime leaf, fresh ginger, sea salt, combined with a kiss of both pineapple and guava.

**GOLDEN EYE PALE GERMAN LAGER:** 5.1% ABV 28 IBU 20oz: $5.00  
Sample: $1.50 Growler ToGo: $14 Crowler ToGo: $7  
This beer is inspired by our own Brew master’s trips to Germany. Goldeneye is a traditional German Helles (meaning light) that is medium bodied, mildly sweet with a low bitterness.

**OUTER SPACE JEDI PUPPIES IMPERIAL PORTER:** 8.3% ABV  
81 IBU 12oz $6.50 Sample $3.00 Growler ToGo $23 Crowler ToGo $11.50  
This puppy has density, viscosity, and overall complexity. Rich chocolate malts gives this brew its deep black color and subtle sweetness. American hops level out this dog’s bite. Once you start down this dark path, forever will it dominate your destiny.

**ANTWERP TABLE BEER:** 4.5% ABV 19 IBU .4L: $4.50  
Sample: $1.25 GROWLER TOGO: $14 CROWLER TOGO: $7  
The Antwerp is a Belgian Table Beer. Commonly low in ABV and enjoyed with meals by the entire family. A unique yeast blend combined with coriander provide a complex flavor profile. Copper colored. Light bodied. Have one with dinner or have one on its own.

**ZEUS JUICE BELGIAN STYLE GOLDEN ALE:** 10% ABV 30 IBU  
4L: $6.50 Growler TOGO $23 Crowler TOGO $11.50 5.5oz: $3  
Otherworldly hats are donned at the brewery when Zeus hits the schedule. This complex and delicate brew is taken seriously here. The mélange of fruity, spicy flavors and soft malt character of a traditional Belgian Strong Golden Ale are a high wire balancing act that we nurture very carefully. Tilt you head back, glimpse skyrocket and enjoy. Ahh, Nectar of the Gods!

**OLD WORLD ALT BIER:** 4.6% ABV 44 IBU 20oz: $5  
5.5oz: $1.50 GROWLER TOGO: $14 CROWLER TOGO: $7  
This old-world beer’s name comes from being top-fermented, which is an older method than the bottom fermentation of other lagered beers. A cleaner, crisp malty amber that takes on some fruity characteristics. The moderate bitterness comes from a traditional German hop Spalter Select.

**EASY PEASY (LIME SQUEEZY?) MEXICAN STYLE LAGER:** 4.7% ABV 17 IBU 20oz: $5.50  
Sample: $1.50 Growler TOGO: $16 CROWLER TOGO: $8  
This lightly hopped lager is Fat Head’s version of your favorite lawn mower beer. Fermented with Mexican lager yeast for authenticity. Squeeze a lime in it! We know you want to!

**SINGLE HOP SIMCOE:** 4.7% ABV 52 IBU 16oz: $5.75 Sample: $2  
Growler TOGO: $17 Crowler TOGO: $8.50  
This single hop session strength IPA focuses on this year’s crop of Simcoe hops that were hand selected by our brew master. The hop offers copious notes of mandarin zest and pine. Layered upon background notes of Golden Promise and Munich malt breadiness.

**GERMAN PILS:** 4.8% ABV 34 IBU 20oz: $5.50 Sample: $1.50  
Growler TOGO: $16 CROWLER TOGO: $8  
Brewed with delicate German malts and Noble Spalt Hops. This brew is crisp, clean, and dangerously drinkable.

**WOLFGANG RED WHEAT:** 5.2% ABV 20 23oz: $6 Sample: $1.50  
Growler TOGO: $15 Crowler TOGO: $7.50  
Our interpretation of Rot-Weizen, literally “red wheat”, an older style of Bavarian wheat beer that falls between a modern Weissbier and dunkelweiss. Plenty of banana and clove, but more intensely bready with a low caramel sweetness. Think Grandma’s banana bread – but all the flavor and aroma come from yeast and malt. Low IBU, moderate strength, medium body. Perfect beer to help you transition from Winter to Spring.
BREWERY TOURS

GUIDED TOURS
Saturdays at 1, 2, 3 and 4pm
Guided Tours are $10 and included a one-of-a-kind tour glass, a cool VIP lanyard, one 12oz can of Fat Head’s beer and all the beer knowledge you’ll ever need to impress your friends.
Must bring valid ID to receive 12oz beer

SELF-GUIDED BREWERY TOURS
Free, anytime we’re open. Grab a beer and take a stroll though our self guided tour and become a total beer geek.
All tours Engle Lake Dr. Location only

RENT OUR BARREL ROOM
Our barrel room event is available for private parties. Ask a manager for details or email events@fatheads.com with inquiries.

HAPPY HOUR
Weekdays 2-6pm $1 off Fat Head’s drafts
All day Monday-Wednesday $3 off growler fills
All day Monday-Wednesday 3 for $20 crowler fills (ABV over 8% an additional $3ea.)

GIFT SHOP
Show your same-day food or beverage receipt in the gift shop for 10% off you merchandise purchase. New items added weekly

DRAFT LIST

CURRENT EVENTS:
Tuesday March 17th: St. Patrick’s Day. We’ll be offering some pretty tasty specials, so stay tuned for that. Some might even say that they’re magically delicious...
Sunday, March 15th

**Soups**

*Cream of Mushroom* garnished with cream fraiche and herbs $5

*Jamaican style black bean soup with Jerk pork* garnished with scallions $5

**Whole Hog Sunday (Served @ Noon):**
Half Pound of house smoked pulled pork. Served open-faced on two pieces of Texas toast, drizzled with Carolina sweet vinegar BBQ sauce. Served with your choice of two sides. $13.99

**Appetizers**

*Whole Hog Nachos* Tortilla chips topped with beer cheese, today’s whole hog, chopped tomatoes, cilantro, jalapenos, and smokey BBQ $13

*Fried Pimento Cheese* Served with Killer ranch $10

**Pizza**

*Brunch Pizza* Garlic oil, mozz & provolone, bacon, 3 eggs, crispy redskin potatoes, cracked black pepper & oregano. $15

**Sandwiches and Entrees**

*Chicken and Waffles* Breaded chicken thighs atop a Belgian waffle topped with maple syrup and chive butter $12

*Nashville Hot Pollock Wrap* Crispy pollock, fries, slaw, pickles, and hot sauce mayo. Served with chips $14

*Salmon Wrap* Grilled salmon, tomato cucumber salad, dill cream cheese spread, and arugula $14

*Crispy Pollock Po Boy* Breaded Pollock, fries, shredded lettuce, pickles, and spicy Creole remoulade. Served with chips $12

**Desserts**

*Chocolate Confusion Cake* A chocolate cake layered with a chocolate sponge cake, white chocolate and chocolate mousse, chocolate ganache & a brownie crust. $6

*Almond Toffee Cake* Salted almond crust topped with toffee mousse, finished with chocolate ganache. *Gluten Free* $6
JAMESON INSPIRED COCKTAILS

IRISH EXIT $8 Jameson Caskmates stout edition, Kahlua, Club soda.
BUMBLEBERRY MULE $8 Jameson Caskmates IPA edition, ginger ale, lime juice, topped with Bumbleberry ale topped with fresh blue berries.

HOUSE COCKTAILS

BUMBLEBERRY LEMONADE $8 A sweet refreshing cocktail featuring our very own Bumble Berry blended with Stoli blueberry vodka, fresh basil, lemonade, and house made blueberry puree.

FAT HEAD’S SPICY BLOODY MARY $6.50 Absolut & our very own Bloody Mary Mix with a kick.

ADULT ROOT BEER $6.50 Our house made root beer with your choice of Absolut Vanilla or Jagermeister.

WINTER COCKTAILS

RED WINE MULE $8 Cabernet, ginger beer and fresh squeezed lime juice.

IT’S PEANUT BUTTER & JELLY TIME $7 Screwball peanut butter whiskey, Chambord, and half & half

FIRESIDE ROOTBEER $7 Fireball, our homemade root beer, topped with Irish cream liquor.

GUEST DRAFTS:

Southern Tier Cherry Crush- 4% ABV 12 IBU .3L $6 Sample $2.50

Downeast Double Blend Cider 7.3% ABV .3L: $6.00 Sample: $2.50

New Belgium Oscar sour aged in blackberry whiskey Barrels 8.8% ABV .3L $8 Sample $3.00

Ciderboys Grand Mimosa 5% ABV .3L $5.50 Sample $2

GLUTEN REDUCED Daura Damn $5.50
N/A BOTTLE: Bitburger $5.50

NEW SPIKED SPRITZER
Gluten Free 12oz. Can $5
Mighty Swell ABV 5%
*Peach
*Cherry-Lime
*Grapefruit

KENTUCKY BOURBON BARREL

HARD TEA
12oz. Can $5.50
5.2% ABV
*Original Tea
*Peach Tea
*Half and Half

GRAPES

RED
NOBLE VINES 337 CABERNET $9 / $28
TRAPICHE OAK CASK MALBEC $7 / $24
SOUL SISTER PINOT NOIR $8 / $26

WHITE
SEA GLASS PINOT GRIGIO $8 / $26
JOEL GOTT UNOAKED CHARDONNAY $9 / $28
CUPCAKE RIESLING $7 / $24

WHISKEY & SCOTCH

Barr Hill Honey Gin $6 / $10
Jack Daniels $5.5 / $9
Dewars $5.5 / $9
Jim Beam $4.5 / $7
Screwball Peanut Butter Whiskey $5.5 / $9
Jameson $5.5 / $9
Jameson Cold Brew $6.5 / $10
Jameson Caskmates Stout $6.5 / $10
Jameson Caskmates IPA $6.5 / $10
Weller Special Reserve $6.5 / $10
Basil Hayden $6.5 / $10
Makers Mark $7 / $12
Weller Antique 107 $7.5 / $13
Stranahans $7.5 / $13
Glenfiddich 12 $8 / $16
Macallan 12 $9 / $16
Laphroaig $9 / $16